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Materials research for fusion
J. Knaster1*, A. Moeslang2 and T. Muroga3

Fusion materials research started in the early 1970s following the

Q.1

observation of the degradation of irradiated materials
used in the firstQ.2 commercial fission reactors. The technological challenges of fusion energy are intimately linked with the
availability of suitable materials capable of reliably withstanding the extremely severe operational conditions of fusion
reactors. Although fission and fusion materials exhibit common features, fusion materials research is broader. The harder
mono-energetic spectrum associated with the deuterium–tritium fusion neutrons (14.1MeV compared to <2MeV on average
for fission neutrons) releases significant amounts of hydrogen and helium as transmutation products that might lead to a (at
present undetermined) degradation of structural materials after a few years of operation. Overcoming the historical lack of
a fusion-relevant neutron source for materials testing is an essential pending step in fusion roadmaps. Structural materials
development, together with research on functional materials capable of sustaining unprecedented power densities during
plasma operation in a fusion reactor, have been the subject of decades of worldwide research efforts underpinning the present
maturity of the fusion materials research programme.

S ince Isaac Newton unravelled gravitation in the 17th century,1

the

Q.3

source of the Sun’s light was attributed to the conversion2

of gravitational energy into heat as the Sun steadily contracts.3

However, William Thompson’s estimations in 1862 predicted a life4

for the Sun not longer than 30 million years, in contrast with the5

geological and evolutionarymodels existing at the beginning of 20th6

century. In 1920, Arthur Eddington suggested the possibility that7

the stars are crucibles where hydrogen nuclei fuse together, with a8

release of energy given by Albert Einstein’s celebrated 1905 formula:9

‘We sometimes dream that man will learn one day how to release it10

and use it for his service. The store is well-nigh inexhaustible, if only11

it could be tapped’1. Our generation is lucky to witness, and partake12

in, the second attempt of humans to control fire—this time the fire13

from the heart of the stars. However, the requirement of confining14

a stable plasma under the right ignition conditions regarding time,15

temperature and density, as defined by John David Lawson’s 195716

triple product2, continues to be a difficult challenge.17

Nuclear fusion materials research started in the early 1970s,18

one decade after the first commercial fission reactors started19

operation. For a fusion reactor, strict safety standards are required20

for the thermomechanical properties of the in-vessel components21

that are exposed to severe irradiation and heat fluxes; they are22

also an essential requirement for the economic viability of fusion.23

Furthermore, not only the radiation hardness of components has24

a strong impact on the long-term operation of a plant, but also25

the operating temperature of the materials involved determines the26

thermodynamic efficiency of power plants of the future.27

Today, the nuclear fusion of a deuteron (2H) and a triton (3H)28

is considered to be the most promising reaction for a commercial29

fusion power plant: 2H + 3H → 3He (3.5MeV) +n (14.1MeV).30

To overcome the Coulomb repulsion between the deuteron and31

the triton, plasma temperatures of about 20 keV (∼2 × 108 K) are32

required, a challenge not only for plasma physicists but also for33

materials scientists dealing with plasma–wall interactions and the34

lifetime of plasma-near in-vessel components. Energy from fusion35

power will be extracted from the 14.1MeV kinetic energy of the36

neutrons produced in deuterium–tritium

Q.4

fusion reactions. Thus,37

this kinetic energy should be absorbed, efficiently channelled and 38

eventually used for the generation of electricity by the conventional 39

scheme of a thermal power plant. 40

Primary neutron irradiation damage 41

Neutrons have about the same mass as protons; however, unlike 42

protons, they can strongly interact with atoms at very low 43

energies (their charge neutrality implies that no Coulomb barrier 44

has to be overcome). Degradation of materials under neutron 45

irradiation was already anticipated in 1946 by Eugene Wigner, who 46

argued theoretically that neutrons could displace atoms through 47

irradiation: ‘The matter has great scientific interest because pile 48

irradiations should permit the artificial formation of displacements 49

in definite numbers and a study of the effect of these on thermal and 50

electrical conductivity, tensile strength, ductility, etc., as demanded 51

by the theory’3. 52

The integration of the flux in a certain period of time—the 53

fluence—and the absorbed dose are typically the two parameters 54

used to characterize the exposure of a given material to irradiation, 55

irrespective of the nature of the irradiated material. However, the 56

number of factors that play a primary role in the eventual damage of 57

amaterial exposed to a particular irradiationmakes this description 58

incomplete. 59

Under neutron irradiation, in the first stage after collision, a 60

primary knock-on atom (PKA) is generated: the primary atom that 61

recoils after being impacted by the neutron. This initial interaction 62

can be both elastic and inelastic. In the latter case, some of 63

the neutron’s energy is transferred to a specific excited state of 64

the collided atom, leaving the neutron and the recoiling primary 65

atom with substantially less kinetic energy. Figure 1 illustrates the 66

pathways of irradiation damage. Following the first impact, if no 67

excited state is generated, the PKA recoils quasi-elastically and 68

dissipates its initial kinetic energy by exciting the electrons of the 69

medium and by elastic collisions with surrounding atoms of the 70

impacted material. The total kinetic energy of the atoms involved 71

in the recoiling is nearly conserved; the sum of the energies of 72

the colliding and the collided secondary atom after scattering is 73
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Box 1 | The International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF).

Neutrons with suitable fluxes and spectra for fusion materials
testing, generated through Li(d , xn) nuclear reactions, are
expected to be available by the middle of the next decade
as stipulated in world fusion roadmaps. The successful
accomplishment of the mandates of the Engineering Validation
and Engineering Design Activities (EVEDA) phase of the
International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) in
Rokkasho, Japan, is gradually overcoming historical technological
difficulties123. EVEDA is the combination of the Engineering
Design Activities (EDA) phase, with the design of the plant
accomplished in 2013118, backed by the experience gained
in former phases124 and projects based on the same concept
(FMIT, the Fusion Materials Irradiation Test facility125 in the
US, and ESNIT, the Energy Selective Neutron Irradiation Test
Facility126 in Japan), and the construction of prototypes in the
parallel Engineering Validation Activities (EVA) phase114. The
IFMIF/EVEDAproject is part of the Broader Approach agreement
between the Government of Japan and EURATOM on fusion
energy research81.
IFMIF consists of two 125mA 40MeV deuteron linear
accelerators operating in continuous-wave (CW) mode, that is,
100% duty cycle, each with a 200mm × 50mm beam cross-
section impacting concurrently on a lithium jet of thickness
25 ± 1mm flowing at 15m s−1 at 250 ◦C (see Fig. 5). Neutrons
present in the impacting 250mA deuteron nuclei can be stripped
off in the lithium to generate a neutron flux in the forward
direction (typically with 40% of the original deuteron energy, and
basically with the same transversal profile of the deuteron beam)
capable of providing above 20 dpaNRT per year in a volume of
500 cm3. This volume will house around 1,000 testing specimens
in 12 capsules independently cooled with He gas at selected target
irradiation temperatures within ±3% for each set of specimens
(with two sets fitted in each capsule). Nowadays, accelerator
technology is ready to achieve 125mA deuteron beams in CW
mode with high operational availabilities127 thanks to the success
of LEDA, the Low Energy Demonstration Accelerator that in
1999 ran a proton beam of 100mA in CW mode at 6.7MeV
(ref. 128); to the electro-cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion sources,

which have been successfully operating with H+ since the early
1990s129; and to the development of superconducting resonators
for light hadrons and low-β beams at the beginning of this
century130,131. This feasibility is being demonstrated with the
Linear IFMIF Prototype Accelerator (LIPAc) under installation
and commissioning in Rokkasho, Japan132,133. The LIPAc will
run a 125mA CW mode beam of deuterons at 9MeV output
energy of a superconducting cryomodule—the 40MeV output
energy of IFMIF’s accelerators will be obtained using three
additional superconducting cryomodules118. Furthermore, the
stable long-term flow of the lithium screen within specified
conditions has been demonstrated in the EVEDA Lithium Test
Loop (ELTL) in Oarai, Japan120,121,134, thanks to stable operation of
the 15m s−1 lithium flow at 250 ◦C during 25 consecutive days
with surface-wave amplitudes in the 25-mm-thick jet within
the specified ±1mm range122 (see Fig. 6). Last, but not least,
the concept of the High-Flux Test Module (HFTM) has been
validated in Karlsruhe (Germany) with the construction and
successful testing of a full-scale prototype119,135,136. It is worth
highlighting that, given the limited available irradiated volume,
the testing specimens required are small (typically∼25mm long),
which is the result of intense work throughout decades32,137–139;
their shape has been defined during the EVEDA phase140–143.
The validation activities, however, have been far more extensive
than the brief description above may suggest—for an overview,
see ref. 115.
The lower thermal power of a demonstration fusion reactor,
if compared with the ones considered in the past, suggests
a reduction of the required performance of a fusion-relevant
neutron source during the next decade. Possibly, only one
accelerator at 125mA in CW mode will suffice. The ongoing
success of the IFMIF/EVEDA phase; the known cost of the
facility (reliable because of the construction of prototypes of the
most challenging hardware), which is marginal compared with
the cost of a fusion power plant, together with its paramount
relevance for the continuation of the fusion programme has
recently triggered interest in the construction of a simplified
version of IFMIF123,144–146.

basically the same as that of the incident PKA, give or take the1

relatively small individual electron excitation energies. Each PKA2

is capable of displacing a large number of secondary atoms, the3

number of which is determined by the combination of the total4

amount of energy available and the energy required to displace an5

atom4–6. Thus, if the secondary atoms impacted by the PKA acquire6

enough kinetic energy to be displaced from their lattice sites, a7

cascade of successive collisions might take place, typically with a8

tree-structure shape; this scenario occurs in the materials exposed9

to fusion neutrons of 14.1MeV.10

In the case of inelastic reactions, a significant part of the neutron11

energy is transferred to the recoiling atom, which remains in12

an excited state. Typically, incident neutrons must have energies13

above a sharp threshold, thus both the neutron and the PKA-14

excited nucleus end up having a substantially lower kinetic energy.15

Neutron-induced transmutations are as important as displacement16

damage in determining the suitability of a givenmaterial for nuclear17

applications7. Nuclei are transmuted through nuclear interactions18

with the incident neutrons into stable or radioactive nuclei mainly19

through (n, γ ), (n, p), (n, np) and (n,α) reactions. Transmutations20

also lead to stoichiometric changes. For example, pure tungsten—21

at present considered as a plasma-facing material in some parts22

of demonstration fusion reactors (beyond ITER)—transmutes into 23

a W-18Re-3Os alloy after irradiation at 50 dpaNRT (the concept of 24

‘displacement per atom’, dpaNRT, is explained below), that is, into 25

a completely different material8,9, whereas transmutation-induced 26

alloy modifications fortunately have only minor effects on steels10. 27

Also, the transmuted elements themselves can be subject to further 28

inelastic collisions. Hydrogen permeation through metals is high, 29

but permeation by other gases is not. In addition, helium is not 30

soluble in metals; therefore, generated α-particles accumulate in the 31

microstructure of the irradiated material11,12. Furthermore, other 32

radiation effects can take place besides the ballistic scenario, such 33

as PKA sputtering13: unusual radiation-induced chemical reactions 34

leading to the formation of ‘hot atoms’14 and even phase changes 35

resulting from the different stoichiometry caused by transmuted 36

elements. Accounting for all the different interactions that can 37

take place is difficult, as the dynamics is very complicated—the 38

damaged lattice interacts through complex many-body processes. 39

Such thermodynamically unstable microstructures evolve swiftly 40

into more stable configurations; in turn, the remaining defects 41

tend to agglomerate into clusters that are strongly dependent 42

on the temperature of the irradiated material and the defect 43

concentration15,16, often leading to a severe degradation of materials 44
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Figure 1 | Schematic illustration of irradiation damage. In the case of elastic scattering, projectiles with energy E (<14.1 MeV for fusion neutrons) are

scattered at atoms of the impacted solid, thereby creating primary knock-on atoms (PKAs) in different directions and with different energies EPKA. The PKA

atom loses its energy EPKA by damage production (Edamage) as well as by ionization (Eionization), that is, EPKA =Edamage +Eionization. The damage production

energy, Edamage, ranges from a threshold energy Ethreshold to Edamage,max, where Ethreshold is the orientation-averaged minimum energy for atom displacement

from its regular lattice site. Typical values of Ethreshold are 40 eV for Fe and 95 eV for W. The displaced atom, called the self-interstitial atom (SIA), can

’annihilate’ with another vacancy (V) or can share a regular lattice site with another atom (resulting in a ‘crowdion’). In Fe and bcc steels, crowdions are

stable in 〈110〉 directions but mobile in 〈111〉 directions. Replacement collisions along specific lattice directions are common for Edamage ≈Ed and

displacement cascades (see also Fig. 2) happen for Edamage �Ed. Significant amounts of protons and α-particles are created (for example, in steels) for

threshold energies Ethreshold,H ≥2 MeV and Ethreshold,He ≥5 MeV, respectively, by non-elastic transmutation reactions, leading to accelerated irradiation

embrittlement.

properties. This is why research on materials with a high radiation1

resistance or a high radiation tolerance is still one of the highest2

priorities within the international fusion and fission communities.3

The recoiling primary atom will mainly slow down owing to4

electronic inelastic interactions or elastic collisions with nearby5

atoms. The ratio of electronic versus nuclear stopping power and6

the rate at which energetic recoils lose kinetic energy are well7

understood in terms of Lindhard’s theory17. Based on Lindhard’s,8

Bethe’s, Fermi’s and Bohr’s18–20 pioneering work, Ziegler, Littmark9

and Biersack21 developed a semi-empirical theory with universal10

screening functions able to predict with high accuracy the stopping11

and range distribution of energetic ions in almost any material.12

Meanwhile, the related Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter13

(SRIM) code has become aworldwide standard for the calculation of14

the stopping power and range of ions while flying through matter22.15

The discovery of void swelling in neutron-irradiated stainless16

steels in 1966 byCawthorne and Fulton23 made it clear that radiation17

effects might seriously impact the lifetime of fission reactors. In the18

early 1970s, one decade after the first Westinghouse commercial19

fission reactors were available, unprecedented damage levels started20

to appear in core components. This prompted the need for a21

measure of dose that could combine in a similar fashion all available22

existing irradiation data, irrespective of its nature and the substrate23

material. Kinchin and Pease24 had already proposed in 1955 that24

the displacements caused by fast neutron bombardment in fission25

reactors were produced in secondary collisions between moving26

interstitial atoms and stationary atoms. Thus, such collisions27

knocking out atoms would produce a distortion in the lattice28

by leaving behind a vacancy by the recoiling atom, which, in29

turn, would become an interstitial being lodged in a nearby30

location. They suggested that only atoms gaining more than some31

threshold energy Ethreshold are permanently displaced from the lattice, 32

generating a point defect (a vacancy–interstitial pair also called a 33

Frenkel pair25). In response to the worrisome damages observed 34

in the early 1970s in fission reactors, the model of Kinchin and 35

Pease was further developed jointly by a British, American and 36

French international team led by Norgett, Robinson and Torrens 37

for estimating the average number of atom displacements caused 38

by a recoiling atom from a collision with an energetic particle, 39

which culminated in 1975 with their modified Kinchin–Pease 40

model26. The total kinetic energy EPKA of the PKA can be written 41

as EPKA =Eionization +Edamage, where Eionization stands for ionization- 42

induced heat production and Edamage, the so-called damage energy, 43

for the displacement-induced damage (for example, cascades, 44

vacancies and self-interstitial atoms). In their model, the estimate 45

vNRT of the number of Frenkel pairs in a given volume is proportional 46

toEdamage: vNRT =0.8Edamage/2Ethreshold. Dividing vNRT by the number of 47

atoms in the given volume results in the Norgett–Robinson–Torrens 48

displacement per atom (dpaNRT), a dimensionless quantity nowadays 49

taken as an international standard27 for quantifying the average 50

number of atomic displacements produced under cascade-damage 51

conditions. The factor 0.8 in the above equation was determined 52

from computer simulations based on binary collision models to 53

account for realistic (that is, non-hard-sphere) scattering. 54

The dpaNRT measure incorporates, in a first approximation, the 55

dependence of the response of the material under irradiation on the 56

neutron energy; it has become the parameter for quantifying the 57

damage in materials induced by radiation under a given neutron 58

spectrum and flux. However, a frequent misuse of dpaNRT data 59

is in equating dpaNRT to the damage in the material; but this 60

disregards that dpaNRT does not account for relevant processes such 61

as recombination, migration and coalescence of radiation defects. 62
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The dpaNRT represents an incomplete atom-based approximation1

of the neutron-irradiation-induced damage to materials. Although2

certainly a useful characteristic, it is to be used with caution when3

making decisions concerning a material’s suitability for use in4

fusion set-ups28.5

Comparison of fusion and fission materials research6

Similar to fission neutrons, fusion neutrons gradually slow7

down in the materials and components surrounding the plasma,8

thereby efficiently losing their energy by creating displacement9

defects and heat. This heat is continuously extracted to produce10

electricity. However, unlike the fission neutrons (with a kinetic11

energy typically below 2MeV), the 14.1MeV fusion neutrons12

can create not only 150–200 dpaNRT in a replaceable blanket13

during five years of operation, but also substantial gaseous14

(H and He) and—depending on the alloy composition—solid15

transmutation products10, as described in more detail below.16

And unlike commercial water-cooled fission reactors, with their17

typical operating temperature near 570K, in-vessel fusion materials18

have to withstand ∼570–1,270K, according to today’s divertor19

and blanket design principles. Depending on temperature and20

material’s microstructure, H and He can substantially speed up21

the embrittlement of employed materials. A major critical issue22

of the international fusion materials research and development23

community is that the superposition of created transmutation24

products and displacement damage cannot be simulated by fission25

neutrons29–31.26

Nevertheless, there have always been synergies between fu-27

sion and fission structural materials research. Attempts at corre-28

lating fission- and fusion-neutron-induced degradation have been29

made32–34. Unfortunately, for decades, tests were carried out with30

poor control of the irradiation characteristics, notoriously neglect-31

ing temperature variations of the irradiated material during reac-32

tor start-up and shutdown, which led to confusing data that were33

difficult to interpret. It was only in 1988 that Kiritani demon-34

strated how slight temperature changes in irradiatedmaterials could35

strongly impact the resulting microstructural evolution35. The syn-36

ergies and joint developments are nowadays stronger than ever,37

given the commonalities in the design concepts of fusion and38

Generation IV fission nuclear reactors regarding coolants and tar-39

get operating temperatures36. Fusion materials research is a broad40

field connecting many different scientific communities worldwide;41

it addresses not only structural, but also functional materials37.42

It pervades a whole range of different lines of research, such as43

liquid-metal coolants for advanced in-vessel components38, struc-44

tural materials with advanced radiation tolerance for the blanket39,45

fracture-toughness-improved refractory metals capable of holding46

>10MWm−2 peak power loads in the divertor40, neutron multi-47

pliers and ceramic breeders for efficient tritium fuel production48

(tritium self-sufficiency)41, multifilamentary superconducting wires49

forming cables capable of withstanding magnetic fields larger than50

10 T and conducting currents of tens of kA42, suitable radiation-51

resistant thermosets for the electrical insulation of the supercon-52

ducting magnets43 and high-thermal-conductivity chemical vapour53

deposition (CVD) diamonds for plasma-heating systems44. It ranges54

from cryogenic temperatures in the superconducting magnets to55

above 1,000 ◦C for the plasma-facing components in more exposed56

regions. It involves corrosion studies for assessing material compat-57

ibility under unique conditions, fabrication-processes development58

for timely (and affordably) meeting novel-material quantity needs,59

nuclear testing for understanding thermo-electromechanical degra-60

dation phenomena and much more.61

Modern tools for nuclear materials research62

A comprehensive understanding of the mechanisms of irradiation63

damage in condensed matter in time and space is essential for64

200 keV fusion neutron recoil cascade

20 keV fission neutron
recoil cascade

T
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Figure 2 | Evolution of a typical morphology cascade in pure iron triggered
by a 20 keV fission and a 200 keV fusion neutron calculated by means of
molecular dynamics (Courtesy of Andrea Sand and Kai Nordlund.). The

colours of the atoms correspond to the times when their kinetic energy

becomes >5 eV. The more severe damage caused by the 200 keV neutron

is seen to reach the 200 fs timescale, compared with the 100 fs range

reached by the 20 keV neutron. The dimensions of the cubes are in the

10 nm range.

the development and optimization of advanced fusion materials. 65

The physics of primary damage production in low- and high- 66

energy displacement cascades has been studied in detail with 67

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, despite the sometimes 68

limited accuracy of the underlying potentials. Once a PKA is 69

formed by an impacting high-energy neutron, it immediately 70

transfers its energy to its surrounding atoms, creating displacement 71

cascades. In Fig. 2, the evolution of a typical displacement 72

cascade in pure iron triggered by an energetic fusion neutron is 73

shown, compared with the damage caused by a fission neutron, 74

calculated in a molecular dynamics simulation. The damage and its 75

evolution in time (nanoseconds to years) and space determines the 76

macroscopic response of amaterial to irradiation, and is thus crucial 77

for understanding and predicting the evolution of the physical 78

properties of structural and functional materials exposed to high 79

fluences of fusion neutrons. A large number of atoms is initially 80

displaced (quantified by dpaNRT), but when the cascade cools down 81

within less than a nanosecond, most of them return to perfect 82

crystalline positions—the athermal recombination effect. However, 83

many atoms do not return to their original position, and hence 84

the number of atom replacements is significantly larger than the 85

number of defects produced. Frenkel defects often undergo long- 86

range migration to interfaces, thereby enhancing alloy dissolution, 87

segregation and grain-boundary embrittlement. In other words, 88

the high Frenkel defect concentration often results in substantially 89

accelerated materials ageing. On the other hand, most of the 90

surviving defects either form vacancy-type voids or stable interstitial 91

2D and 3D clusters, acting as barriers to the motion of dislocations, 92

and leading to substantial irradiation hardening, fracture toughness 93

and ductility reduction. For a given material and temperature, 94

each neutron energy creates its own statistical balance between 95

Frenkel defects and high-energy cascades, ending up in a specific 96

irradiation-modified microstructure. 97

The effects of irradiation on a material’s microstructure and 98

properties are a classic example of an inherently multiscale 99

phenomenon, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3a. Length scales 100
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of relevant processes range from ∼1Å to structural-component1

lengths, spanning more than 12 orders of magnitude. In turn, the2

relevant timescales cover more than 22 orders of magnitude, with3

the shortest being in the femtosecond range45. So, to understand4

the irradiation-induced or -assisted degradation of large-scale5

components such as the blanket of a typical demonstration fusion6

reactor (the yellow component in Fig. 3a) and to accelerate7

related materials research and development, studying structure–8

property relations is indispensable. A scientific approach based9

on integrated experimental and computational modelling for10

investigating the degradation of materials under irradiation is11

shown in Fig. 3b. Today, a multiscale approach, based on both12

computational materials science and high-resolution experimental13

validation, is used to understand the controlling mechanisms and14

processes of irradiated structural materials46. Figure 3b illustrates15

the hierarchical multiscale modelling methodology, which16

typically combines ab initio structure calculations on the atomic17

scale47–50, molecular dynamics simulations51–53, kinetic Monte18

Carlo54,55 simulations, discrete dislocation dynamics56,57, and rate19

theory58 with continuum calculations including thermodynamics20

and kinetics59,60, as well as phase field calculations61. Ab initio21

methods are required to calculate the most stable defect–cluster22

configurations, their dissociation energies, or the most likely23

lattice diffusion paths. Results of ab initio studies can be used24

as input for molecular dynamics, kinetic Monte Carlo, rate25

field theory and thermodynamics calculations. Additional links26

between different simulation methods are indicated by the arrows27

in Fig. 3b. It is important to note that, for the verification of28

computational modelling results, sophisticated experimental29

validation technologies are used, including in situmicromechanics,30

high-resolution electron microscopy techniques, atom-probe31

tomography, as well as neutron and X-ray scattering sources.32

This integrated computational and experimental modelling33

approach is particularly challenging because it has to combine more34

conventional structure–property correlations and fusion-specific35

irradiation-induced defect features.36

In-vessel components37

The most urgent materials developments required for fusion38

reactors beyond ITER, at present the worlds’ largest scientific-39

technical enterprise62, are related to the in-vessel components40

of tokamaks, with the blanket and the divertor being the most41

relevant. Inherently, stellarators have equal materials issues, despite42

their operational regime being different from that of tokamaks.43

(Tokamaks operate in a pulsed/quasi-steady mode with potential44

plasma disruptions, whereas stellarators operate completely steadily45

without disruptions.) Therefore, most fusion materials research is46

carried out with both technologies inmind—although some aspects47

do need separate investigations, for example, the issue of replacing48

components of a stellarator. In a tokamak, the blanket covers the49

interior surfaces of the vacuum vessel, providing suitable shielding50

from heat and neutrons to the vessel and the superconducting51

magnets. In turn, the divertor is the exhaust system of the confined52

plasma that extracts helium ash and other impurities, mainly53

resulting from erosion of the plasma-exposed surface (absorbing54

∼20% of fusion energy). In addition, the breeding of tritium55

during operation to fuel the plasma is indispensable for the56

reactor self-sufficiency; this will be achieved through 6Li(n, t)4He57

or 7Li(n, nt)4He reactions in the blanket (enhanced by neutron-58

multiplier functionalmaterials such as Be or Pb)—one of ITER’s goal59

is to demonstrate this with the test blanket module63.60

In fusion reactors, the induced currents and magnetic fields,61

together with thermomechanical loads, may lead to unprecedented62

multidirectional cyclic stresses caused by Lorentz forces, which in63

the case of the in-vessel components demands superior mechanical64

performance during themaximumpossible operational time period65
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Figure 3 | a, Schematic illustration of time and length scales of multiscale

damage processes responsible for microstructural changes and resulting

property degradation during high-energy neutron irradiation of

plasma-near in-vessel materials. The evolving microstructural changes

(yellow and blue ellipses) substantially affect, in turn, defect nucleation and

growth at the nanoscale. b, Typical integrated computational materials

science (CMS) methods used for understanding irradiation-induced

structure–property correlations and assisting material research and

development. Today, there is strong interaction between CMS method

development and dedicated validation experiments.

to minimize the need of costly and difficult preventive maintenance 66

shutdowns. In fusion power plants, heat is generated from the 67

kinetic energy of neutrons, which are slowed down in the blanket 68

and absorbed by coolants, so the materials must be capable of 69

withstanding intense irradiation for long periods.

Q.5

70

One of the major international achievements during the past 71

three decades was the successful development of so-called low- 72

or reduced-activation materials. Their composition should make 73

activation as low and quickly decaying as possible, thus allowing 74

simple re-use or disposal. As a result, the main alloying elements 75

of candidate fusion structural materials should consist of the 76

following elements to meet low-level waste criteria: Fe, Cr, Ti, V, 77

W, Si and C (refs 64,65). Ferritic–martensitic steels with chromium 78

concentrations ranging from 8 to 12% have been the subject of 79

intense study for three decades already owing to their irradiation 80
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resistance, low activation through suitable alloying and their1

significantly lower swelling than stainless steels. They are considered2

the reference structural material, at least for the first generation of3

future fusion reactors, given their technological maturity, developed4

fabrication routes, mastered joining technology and worldwide5

industrial experience. Today, reduced-activation steels are high-6

purity steels of the type (8–9)Cr–(1–2)WVTa by replacement of7

Mo, Nb and Ni by W and Ta as alloying elements. Compared to8

conventional steels, which need about 200,000 years to achieve ‘low-9

level waste’ criteria after five years irradiation in a fusion power10

reactor, the reduced-activation alloys reach this criterion already11

within 80–100 years. Yet, alternative materials might still improve12

performances. Silicon carbide composites are candidates, but at13

present exhibit low thermal conductivity and insufficient fracture14

toughness66. Vanadium alloys are another possibility, but they still15

suffer from low-temperature irradiation embrittlement67.16

The choice of the structural material for the blanket affects17

the design and efficiency of a power plant; a wide combination18

of materials and coolants is being considered for future tokamaks19

and upgrades. The operational-temperature range for ferritic20

martensitic steels, which cannot at present be used well above21

550 ◦C, would possibly allow a water-cooled ceramic tritium22

breeder system. In turn, whereas silicon carbide composites23

could allow the construction of 1,000 ◦C helium-cooled tritium24

breeding blankets, vanadium alloys would probably be cooled with25

liquid lithium or a lithium-lead eutectic above 650 ◦C (ref. 68).26

Enhancement of the operational temperature to above 700 ◦C could27

also be realized with nanostructured oxide-dispersion-strengthened28

(ODS) steels, where embrittlement is mitigated by dispersed Y2O329

particles that become effective sinks for trapping point defects30

and helium atoms, preventing their migration69 and coalescence31

leading to swelling; unfortunately, this approach has not been32

industrialized yet.33

Blanket structuralmaterialsmust have an optimal overall balance34

between mechanical properties such as strength, ductility, fracture35

toughness, thermal and irradiation creep, fatigue, crack growth36

under cyclic stresses and optimal corrosion resistance to whichever37

coolant is used. Irradiation generates obstacles to the motion38

of dislocations through atomic displacement and transmutation39

products. Given that the size and the density of defects are40

functions of temperature, radiation strengthening depends on the41

temperature of the irradiated material. In fusion reactors, the42

14.1MeV neutrons will lead to a helium production ratio of43

around 12 appm/dpaNRT, mainly through 56Fe(n, α)53Cr reactions44

(in fast-fission reactors, this ratio is 0.3 appm/dpa, owing to45

the 3.7MeV threshold of the reaction70). The accumulation of46

helium leads to a significant mechanical impact even with low47

concentrations; helium-induced embrittlement, observed in fission48

reactors, is a major concern for fusion materials. Conversely,49

the high permeation of hydrogen, mainly generated through50

56Fe(n, p)56Mn reactions at a rate of 45 appm/dpa, makes the51

potential degrading impact of hydrogen less relevant, although a52

combined detrimental enhancement of both helium and hydrogen53

is expected. The metal’s microstructure is substantially changed by54

the nucleation and growth of the increasingly dense population55

of helium atoms forming bubble clusters that will degrade the56

metal’s mechanical properties71. In particular, whereas for non-57

irradiated ferritic martensitic steels the ductile-to-brittle transition58

temperatures lie close to −100 ◦C, a rapid shift towards values59

above room temperature, which would demand their replacement60

after a much shorter time, occurs above 30 dpaNRT (ref. 36). An61

efficient annealing of irradiation damage with substantial recovery62

of irradiation embrittlement and related brittle-to-ductile transition63

temperature has been demonstrated by Fletcher in 195372, and64

experimentally confirmed for ferriticmartensitic steels73,74 on fission65

reactor irradiation; however, whether fusion-specific high helium66
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concentrations prevent recovery can be answered only by means of 67

a dedicated fusion neutron source. 68

Testing structural materials for fusion 69

A wide variety of irradiation facilities have been proposed to both 70

investigate materials science phenomena and to collect more-or- 71

less appropriate data for pre-conceptual designs of demonstration 72

fusion reactors. Unfortunately, it is at present not possible to reliably 73

predict the degradation ofmaterials exposed to fusion reactions for a 74

long timewith the available data: extrapolations lead to inconclusive 75

results (see Fig. 4). 76

Testing facilities with a 14.1MeV neutron source for irradiating 77

candidate materials under fusion-reactor conditions and offering 78

control of the temperature of the irradiated material have become 79

an urgent need, and now feature in fusion roadmaps75. Such 80

facilities would help materials scientists to understand the physics 81

at play, in the same way that successful theoretical models and 82

computer simulations have significantly contributed to unravelling 83

the complex physics of fission neutrons observed in experiments. 84

Traditionally, the lack of a fusion-relevant source for materials 85

testing has been bypassed mainly via two approaches, both with 86

serious shortcomings: Q.6first, using steels doped with boron, which 87

given their low solubility tend to segregate, leading to a non- 88

uniform helium distribution, or doped with nickel, which impacts 89

on themartensitic phase of the steels, leading to austenite formation; 90

and second, by bombardment with α-particles with energies in 91

the range 20–100MeV produced by cyclotron facilities, which 92

can result in He/dpaNRT ratios of 10,000 appm/dpa with ranges 93

typically of the order of micrometres, resulting in very thin layers 94

difficult to characterize29. Obstacles to efficiently extrapolating 95

data from fission reactors have already been addressed. In turn, 96

spallation sources produce a neutron spectrum with high-energy 97

tails, reaching the energy of the colliding protons (that is, 98
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beyond 580MeV)76,77. As a consequence, spallation sources produce1

He/dpaNRT and H/dpaNRT ratios that are 5–10 times above fusion-2

specific ratios, they also lead to a variety of solid transmutations3

such as Ca, S, P, the related impact uncertainties of which are4

a main concern for their utilization in fusion materials studies.5

In addition, the effect of spallation neutrons being pulsed on6

a material’s degradation is not well understood, which leads to7

further uncertainties.8

The international efforts to develop a neutron source for fusion9

materials research through Li(d , xn) nuclear reactions started in10

the 1970s (ref. 78), and materialized in the 1980s with the Fusion11

Materials Irradiation Test (FMIT) facility79. However, neither was12

the technology mature nor was the urgency for 14.1MeV neutrons13

acute—now both aspects have evolved and the need for a test facility14

is relevant more than ever. ITER will suffer a maximum irradiation15

damage below 3 dpaNRT at the end of its designed operational16

life; available data and current understanding of the behaviour17

of irradiated structural materials are sufficient to anticipate the18

damage.However, for a 3GWthermal power fusion reactor, neutron19

fluxes in the blanket above 1019 m2 s−1 will have to be tackled,20

corresponding to a damage level above 20 dpaNRT per full power year.21

An alternative idea for a fusion-relevant neutron source facility22

was developed based on the more conventional carbon-rotatable23

target, which would require 1.2 MW average beam power to24

achieve >20 dpaNRT in 25 cm3 per year. Unfortunately, such beam25

power, being essentially one order of magnitude higher than26

what has been reliably achieved up to now, would require an27

aggressive target development programme80, with risks of facing28

unsolvable technical difficulties. At the same time, the idea of a29

Li(d , xn) neutron source was never abandoned, and has matured30

throughout the past decades. The International Fusion Materials31

Irradiation Facility (IFMIF, see Fig. 5 and Box 1) is successfully32

developing its Engineering Validation and Engineering Design33

Activities (EVEDA) phase under the Broader Approach Agreement34

between Japan and EURATOM in the field of fusion energy35

research81, with the goal of being ready for the construction of a36

Li(d ,xn) facility capable of providing > 20 dpaNRT year in a volume37

of 500 cm3 (see Box 1). The cost of such a facility would be marginal38

compared to the future cost of a fusion reactor, and could be ready,39

thanks to IFMIF/EVEDA, within less than one decade from the40

moment of the decision to construct it. Higher testing volumes41

will be needed in the future to allow testing the performance of42

required equipment under irradiation; this can be achieved only43

with a fusion reactor82,83, similarly to the way fission materials44

have always been tested in experimental fission reactors. However,45

such an experimental fusion reactor would face structural materials46

problems and would certainly profit from the results of a Li(d , xn)47

facility to be reliably designed84. Unfortunately, whereas a fission48

reactor can be sized down, a fusion reactor retains certain size and49

complexity limitations, which tend to correlate with cost.50

Progress in plasma-facing materials research51

Materials capable of withstanding extreme heat loads in addition52

to neutron bombardments are required for the plasma-facing53

components. The irradiation damage becomes secondary compared54

to the high generated thermal power densities (up to 20MWm−2;55

refs 85,86) in the divertor armour, the lifetime of which could be56

limited to two years owing to erosion phenomena (which could57

still be affordable given the relative ease of removal compared58

with that of the blanket). The key properties of plasma-facing59

components are thermal conductivity, strength, ductility, thermal60

shock resistance, thermal fatigue resistance, structural stability at61

high temperature, low activation and stability of all these properties62

under long-term irradiation with 14.1MeV neutrons87. Finding a63

material with optimal behaviour regarding all these properties is an64

impossible challenge. Despite the partly contradictory properties,65

such as strength and ductility, tungsten is at present considered 66

themost promisingmaterial over carbon/carbon fibre composites88, 67

beryllium89 or other refractory metals. Tungsten has the highest 68

melting point (3,410 ◦C) and lowest vapour pressure (1.3× 10−7 Pa 69

at its melting temperature), which makes it a good material for 70

sustaining high temperatures in ultrahigh vacuum conditions. In 71

addition, it has high thermal conductivity, high energy threshold 72

for sputtering (preventing erosion), low swelling and low tritium 73

retention. However, tungsten has a high atomic number, which 74

is detrimental for plasma ignition because it would cool the 75

plasma if it is present as an impurity beyond certain limits, poor 76

machinability, and it cannot strictly be called a structural material 77

because of its brittleness, as is the case with other refractory metals 78

of group VI, with a ductile-to-brittle transition temperature above 79

700 ◦C, even in non-irradiated state, in the presence of residual 80

stresses. Fortunately, ductility at low temperatures can be obtained 81

if interstitial solute elements, segregating at grain boundaries and 82

behaving as inclusions, are minimized and grain sizes are reduced. 83

In addition, transmutation products such as rhenium (which could 84

also be suitably alloyed) that become a substitutional solute in 85

the tungsten lattice90 seem to substantially mitigate radiation- 86

induced swelling. The open routes for improving the mechanical 87

properties of tungsten are numerous and cannot be described in 88

detail here (for an overview, see refs 87,91), but the road ahead 89

looks promising. There is little existing data on the degradation 90

of fracture toughness under 14.1MeV neutrons; however, the high 91

melting temperature of tungsten allows operational temperatures 92

above 900 ◦C that would lead to a self-annealing minimizing 93

the irradiation hardening effect. Nevertheless, this could be the 94

case only in the most exposed regions, because the heat sink is 95

constructed with materials such as Cu that cannot operate at these 96

temperatures; furthermore, bonding to substrate materials could 97

be damaged, leading to unaffordable increases in thermal contacts. 98

At the same time, a higher operational-temperature limit exists to 99

avoid re-crystallization, which occurs above 1,200 ◦C with a loss of 100

toughness92; a lot of research is being done to find suitable alloying 101

capable of increasing this temperature. Tungsten-based materials 102

are suitable for the divertor armour of fusion reactors and also 103

for the first wall of fusion power plants; research is continuing to 104

find an optimal joining or application of thin layers capable of 105

withstanding the thermal stresses between a tungsten coating and 106

the substrate material to ensure an optimal thermal contact during 107

operation90. Regarding safety aspects, tungsten and the alloying of 108

heavy isotopes present high inelastic cross-sections with respect 109

to 14.1MeV neutrons, but with relatively short lifetimes. However, 110

possibly the main concern is related to tritium retention, which is 111

at present not completely understood93 and could have an impact 112

on the tritium fuelling. Testing suitable plasma-facing materials at 113

fusion-reactor-relevant operational conditions is being intensively 114

researched. Tests are carried out on actively cooled mock-ups with 115

pre-defined power densities. Static heat loads in a fusion reactor are 116

typically simulated either with stepwise increased power densities 117

to determine the heat-removal capability of a given geometry or 118

cycled to explore thermal fatigue behaviour. Given the differences 119

in the testing parameters among the existing facilities, attempts to 120

find a correlation between the available results showed differences 121

in the evolution of the surface temperatures with power densities94. 122

The most common testing approach with electron guns95–102 has the 123

advantage of allowing a homogeneous heat loading on large areas 124

and flexible operation with suitable pulse lengths; other methods 125

use H+ beams103 or infrared heaters104. Thermal shock scenarios 126

during plasma disruptions or vertical displacement events have 127

also been tested with plasma guns, which have the advantage of 128

having a small penetration depth, similar to the surface heat loads 129

during operation, which also allows testing the combined effect with 130

magnetic fields andwith high-power laser facilities105. ITERdivertor 131
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technology will be tested under ITER-relevant conditions in the1

WEST (W-tungsten Environment in Steady-state Tokamak) project,2

at present under construction in France, transforming the Tore3

Supra tokamak into onewith anX-point divertor configurationwith4

a new long-pulse capability, enabling extensive testing under power5

densities reaching 20MWm−2 and ITER-like fluences (pulses6

of 1,000 s)106.7

Perspectives8

Suitable materials for a safe, reliable, low-activation and long-9

term operational interface between an ignited plasma and the10

next generation of magnetic-confinement fusion reactors capable 11

of withstanding severe irradiation, cyclic stresses, heat loads 12

and plasma-induced erosion is becoming a reality thanks to 13

international collective endeavours that have been going on for 14

decades. Fusion materials research is a discipline in continuous 15

maturation since the 1970s30,31,107–113. The global fusion energy 16

community is developing further the dream of bringing the Sun’s 17

power generator to Earth, in one of the most fascinating scientific 18

adventures ever undertaken. We are getting nearer to commercial 19

fusion power owing to the continuous positive slope in its maturing 20

process, which is the result of the never-ceasing efforts of fusion 21
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scientists and governmental support towards this reachable dream1

of an inexhaustible and safe source of energy. Lev Artsimovich, one2

of the founders of the tokamak concept, was asked, at the dawn3

of fusion research, when commercial fusion power would become4

available. He said: ‘Fusionwill be readywhen society needs it,maybe5

even a short time before that’.6
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